BRILLINGTON IS THE BEST CENTER
EVER!!!
Hey wassup,
Before I join the program, I’m a person who
was weak in English. In school, I always have C
and sometimes D. Most of my friend can
speak English better than me. So I feel a lack
of confidence in communicating in English.
One day my father asked me what are you going to do after you graduate? Maybe I go find a job. So my dad suggest
me to join the English class. I asked some of my friend about the English
class. One of my friend suggested me to join Brillington Language center.
They said that this center is good in teaching the students.
My name is Muhammad Faiz Bin zakaria. I’m 18 years old and for right
now I’m a school leaver waiting to enroll in IPTA. I have 2 siblings. My
brother name is Muhammad Farhan bin Zakaria and then my dad name
is Zakaria bin Hj Ahmad. Almost forgot my beloved mom Zainon bte
Ismail. I always spend time drawing, jamming with friends ,and reading
comics, for example SPIDERMAN AND X-MEN.
Now, I feel confident when I speak English. Before this program, my
English is so bad. I was always thinking how can I communicate in English if my English are not good. Right now, I’m not afraid to speaking in
English anymore. I can speak with everyone even the tourist!
I have fallen in love with English. Before this I always said that I can live
without English. But after I join this program I realize that we cant live
with just using Malay. We need English more than we imagine.
The people here are nice. The guys are good especially Mr. David he
always make jokes. I always share with him many things for example
music stuff and movies. Here, I feel comfortable learning in this class.
I hope this program will exposed to other Malaysian people. Because
this program can really improve your English.

